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EtherSens-cloud

By the EtherSens-cloud each EtherSens-device can exchange data, transfer data and
forward to other devices. As if you use one device that records all necessary parameters
centrally.

Oxygen analysis in industrial gases

Continuous measurement and display of the oxygen-content without an operating-function
on the measuring-device or measuring-range-switching? 
 OSC-II-devices are the solution, they show the O2-value from % down to E -24 without
any action on the part of the operator. The measuring range will be automatically switched
between the various measuring-ranges, the optimal measuring-range is always displayed
and used. You can also parameterize integrated relay-outputs and thereby use
trigger-actions depending on the detected oxygen-concentration. The device is available in
different versions: 
 19"-mounting, case-device and table-top-device. Also available as a wall-mounted-device
on request.



Data logging

Cyclic data logging or data logging on occasion is realisable. The log data will be
transmitted e.g. once a day via e-mail.
 Special data logger functions can be implemented on request and are not part of the basis
functions.

Remote-maintenance Siemens-S7-PLC with MPI/Profibus with firewall

Remote-maintenance of a Siemens-S7-controller with S7-LAN on MPI/Profibus via
secure VPN-tunnel and scalable firewall



Universal coupling

You need a family of devices with which you can solve all your requirements? No
problem! With the TELE-router you are able to establish a connection via analog, ISDN
or PPPoE (DSL cable modem). The devices are compatible with each other in each case,
so that no further additional hardware is needed.

Communication-driver for S5-PLC

S5-PLCs and you need data in your PC or production planning system? 
 The S5-communication-drivers connect the office-world with the control-world. Be it
classic with a serial-port of the PC up to communication over the network. Thanks to
additional adapters (such as S5-LAN++), controllers without a LAN connection can be
connected to the network. Nothing stands in the way of communication with an
IP-address. On your PC for Windows as a DLL-file, for Linux as an object, you have tools
where you can access the data of the controls by calling up functions such as "ReadBlock"
or "WriteFlag". Tie for e.g. the DLL into your project and your application already has
PLC-access or simply access the data with Excel and process it in Excel.


